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your dog sees the other dog go 
on point, instead of rushing in, 
they should also go on point. 
Thus “honoring” the point. 
Well the other dog found a bird 
first and went on point. Just 
then I heard a judge say, “We 
have an honor”. I looked down 
and Jenny was honoring the 
point, first time I had ever seen 
it in her. ANOTHER Oh My 
God moment you regularly see 
in great dogs. Jenny also found 
her own bird at that event and 
she got her JH title.

 Jenny also ran her first field 
trial in northern Wisconsin. At 
that event we were to find a 
bird in a square mile. She did a 
great job for a nine month old, 
at regularly checking in but 
found no bird. Her brace mate 

ran ahead and they were still 
looking for her two hours later. 
Great dogs don’t always have 
good manners, Jenny did.

 Being a publisher, husband 
and dad in a tough economy 
sometimes does not leave you 
the resources one needs to do 
all one might want to do. So 
Jenny never became a cham-
pion and had only a JH in her 
title. That failure is mine.

But I got a call one day from 
Jim Busch. He said Jerry Jordan 
of  Kojac German Shorthair 
Kennels of Iowa said he had 
Jenny for her annual training 
time and said to Jim: “I’m not a 
Red Dog guy, but if I ever were 
to own one, I’d love to have 
one out of Jenny.” So Jim and 
Jerry wanted to know when we 
were breeding Jenny because 
they could place all her pups 
if we wanted to breed her. The 
problem is Jenny rarely came 
into heat, something that gave 
her a special place as an indoor 
dog in Ellen’s heart and thus we 
never had a litter.

 Jenny was also great on the 
hunt. We were hunting pheas-
ants once in South Dakota when 
a Lab buddy of mine laughed at 
me because Jenny was on point 
on a clump of weeds. He said 
look your dogs is on false point. 
Well I owed it to her to prove  
Jenny was right and yes there 
was a bird there! My buddy 
took a look at his lab that was 
just in the area and said; maybe 
I should look at a Vizsla for my 
next dog.

 Another time at a writers 
hunt in chest tall grass in South 

Dakota Jenny gave me another 
OMG moment by popping up 
every few steps so she was the 
only dog we could keep track 
of. Impressed the hell out of 
the other writers and hunt staff.

 But those days are gone 
and so is Jenny. She got old as 
we all do. She came down with 
cancer that the doctor could just 
not get all of it. On Friday when 
she could hardly stand I told 
her and Ellen that Jenny would 
be put down on Monday. Sadly 
it was twelve hours too late for 
her body started shutting down 
twelve hours earlier. Making 
her last twelve hours with us 
her most uncomfortable.

I thought about a lot in those 
last twelve hours and Jenny will 
help me write several upcom-
ing articles about your final 
days with your dog. Hopefully 
making your last twelve hours 
with your dog better then ours.

 Jenny understood her place 
in life. And when we got Jersey 
an eight year old rescue Vizsla 
from Iowa Vizsla Rescue to take 
her spot so we would not lose 
Scooby our Springer that was 
stressed to the max having to 
be the alpha dog of the house as 
Jenny’s days were numbered, 
Jenny yielded her alpha posi-
tion with barely a bark.

Jenny will be missed and 
I’d like to thank all those that 
helped her be the great dog 
she was.

 Dennis Guldan hails from 
New Brighton, MN 


